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Outline

I Three motivating stories

I The model and its variations

I Equilibria in the model

I Properties of the equilibria



Motivating story I: geographical

I A set of citizens live in some territory

I They require some kind of social facility (school, stadium,
swimming pool etc.)

I They organize several clubs. Each club builds a facility at
some point

I Each club bears two types of costs: monetary for building and
maintaing the facility and transportation for reaching the
facility

I If monetary costs are zero then the space is divided into
Voronoi cells

I When is this construction stable?



Illustration: breweries in Czech Republic

Source: Ivan Zderadicka, zderadicka.eu



Motivating story II: political

I A set of politicians have their views

I A view is fully characterized by a point in some political space
(typically 2D)

I They organize several political parties. Each party chooses its
program

I Each party is financed by membership fees and each politician
gets disutility from the difference between her views and her
party’s program

I When is this partitioning stable? (This is not a story about
voting)



Motivating story III: skiers

I A set of people go skiing

I Each skier has optimal route length

I They should divide into groups with different routes

I But it is difficult to make a track in a small group

I Each skier bears the cost of making a track and has losses
from suboptimal route length (note that it could be
asymmetric)

I When is the splitting stable?



The model

I X — a space of characteristics (e.g., [0, 1], [0,∞) or R)

I N — a set of agents (finite or continuous)

I Each agent “lives” at a point x ∈ X

I The distribution of agents is specified:
I Continuous distribution: density f (x) > 0, population

F (S) =
∫
S
f (x)dx

I Discrete distribution: finite set of agents, point xi for each
agent

I Atomic distribution: a continuum of agents live in a finite
number of points, nj — the population of point xj

I Club structure: N = S1 t S2 t · · · t Sk
(Everyone must be a member of exactly one club)

I mi is the location of the facility for Si
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Cost sharing rules

I C (x ,S) — cost beared by agent x in club S
I Typical case: C (x ,S) = g

F (S) + Ψ(|x −m(S)|)
I g is the cost of building and maintaining the facility divided

equally
I m(S) is the median of S where the facility is located
I Ψ is the transportation cost function

I The total cost may be redistributed:
I Rawlesian (egalitarian) rule: all members of S bear the same

cost
I No-constraint rule: any redistribution may be adopted
I Private-cost rule: no redistribution
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Equilibrium concepts

We investigate the following equilibrium concepts:

I Pure optimization: the total cost of all agents is minimized;

I Nash stability: no single agent wants to change her club;

I Coalitional stability: no group of agents want to organize their
own club
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“The Rubik’s cube”: current work
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Coalitional stability

I A partition W =
⊔

i Si is stable if no group of agents may
form a new jurisdiction and thus reduce costs of all its
members

I Put formally,

6 ∃S ∀x ∈ S C (x ,S) ≤ C (x ,Si ) & ∃x ∈ S C (x ,S) < C (x ,Si )



Non-stability: example
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Non-stability: example (expansion)
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Non-stability: example (separatism)
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Non-stability: example (transborder separatism)
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Negative result (BLBSW, 2007)

Theorem
In general, no stable partitions may exist.

Example: double-peaked density
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Positive result

Theorem
Stable partitioning always exist on [0,∞) under “smoothly”
decreasing housing density

The smoothness condition: |f ′(x)| < 2
√

2f (x)3/2.
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Algorithm

The algorithm for obtaining a stable partition is pretty
straightforward:

I Take the agent living on the edge;

I Form the optimal for him jurisdiction;

I Take the agent living on the new edge;

I Form the optimal for him jurisdiction;

I Et cetera
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Algorithm: proof idea
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Single-peaked case

Theorem
There exists a single-peaked density function on R (or [−N,N])
such that any partition into connected jurisdictions is unstable.



Single-peaked case: proof idea
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Single-peaked case: blocking coalition?
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Single-peaked case: blocking coalition!
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Monotone case without smoothness condition

Theorem
There exists a decreasing density function on [0,+∞) (or [0,N])
such that any partition into connected jurisdictions is unstable.



Monotone non-smooth case: proof idea
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Monotone non-smooth case: optimal coalition...

Density Cost



Monotone non-smooth case: ...may be unstable
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Monotone non-smooth case: non-optimal coalition
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Monotone non-smooth case: blocking coalition?
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Monotone non-smooth case: blocking coalition!

Density Cost



Size and population (in the smooth case)

Theorem: Under the smoothness condition, in the outcome of our
algorithm:

I As long as housing density decreases, population of
jurisdictions also decreases

I The size of jurisdictions increases
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Example: exponential distribution

Theorem
If housing density is exponential then the population of jurisdictions
is distributed linearly (the number of jurisdictions is finite).



Example: power distribution

Theorem
If housing density follows power law then the population of
jurisdictions also supports power law asymptotically.



Example: power distribution
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Example: power distribution
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Example: the USA



Example: the USA

Correlation (excluding TX and CA): −0.14



Example: the USA

Correlation (excluding TX and CA): −0.28



Thank you!
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“The Rubik’s cube”: previous work
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A necessary condition: border indifference

I Consider the one-dimensional case

I Suppose that all clubs must be connected intervals
I A necessary condition for NE: the agent on a border of two

clubs must be indifferent between these clubs

I Otherwise a segment of agents will change their club

0 1

cost
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Existence of BI distribution: Gale-Nikaido

Theorem
For any n, any continuous density function f (·) > 0 and any
continuous cost function c(·, ·) > 0 such that
C (x , S) = c(x , S)F (S) is uniformly bounded and bounded away
from zero there exists a partition into n clubs satisfying the border
indifference condition.

Proof idea.
We employ the fixed points technique. Specifically, we apply
Gale-Nikaido lemma: we found a function that behaves like excess
demand!
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Does BI imply Nash?

I It seems that the BI condition is not only necessary but also
sufficient

I But this intuition is erroneous

I The reason is that an agent may move not only to the nearest
club but only to a remote one

I We provide a counterexample for just two clubs



Counterexample idea: concave transportation costs
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A counterexample: density
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A counterexample: density (interpretation)
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Illustration: California along I-10



A counterexample: transportation cost
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A counterexample: transportation cost (interpretation)
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A counterexample: proof idea

I There must be at least one partition satisfying BI

I But two clubs must sufficiently differ in size

I Those who live closer to the ends prefer the bigger club due to
reduced per capita costs



Sufficient conditions: Milgrom-Shannon

I Special case: if transportation costs are convex then BI
implies NE

I General case: if the cost function satisfies the increasing
differences condition then BI implies NE

I Unanimous order: S = (a, b) is unanimously preferred to
S ′ = (c , d) if a ≥ d

I Increasing differences property: c(t,S ′)− c(t,S) is increasing
if S is unanimously preferred to S ′
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Staying alone

I Previously, we considered outside option as −∞
I What if it is finite?
I New concept of equilibrium:

I Nobody wants to change the club
I Nobody wants to leave the club and stay alone
I Nobody wants to join any club when staying alone

I Hypothesis: for any n and any density there is an equilibrium

I Theorem: even for n = 1 and some density there is no
equilibrium!



Proof idea

I If n = 1 and a lone agent bears cost C then both agents on
the border must bear cost C .

I Thus, the middlepoint must coincide with the median

I We construct and carefully analyze an example where it is
never so: if the middlepoint coincides with the median then
border agents cannot bear cost C

I In the same time there is a club where everyone bears costs
< C


